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Designer and builder, Dr Russell Phillips knows his customers will be smiling at the Whisper X's performance
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Few top_ics rev RV owners

isn't a typically medical one as many

taxiway largely because the proliferation

more than speed comparisons.

would at first assume, but a testament to

of Richard VanGrunsven 's RV designs. RV

his considerable skills as a Mechanical

designs have become the most popular

. The velocity of their beautiful

Engineer- a subject he has a passion for

home-builts in the world- there are now

metal creations is often a

and one he lectures to students at the city's

over 8,000 flying - and South Africa is no

touchy subject as it can reflect

university.

exception . Like everywhere else in the

on build quality. Now, a brand
new composite aeroplane,

!I
!I'

Russell to talk aeroplanes as well as

country, a respectable number of Port
Elizabeth pilots have invested time and

establishing where his minor celebrity

not inconsiderable money in building and

designed and made in South

status originates. Russell is responsible for

flying RVs. Whilst this might satisfy the

Africa, has burst onto the

the 52 Whisper motor glider kits sold. SA

mechanical engineering tendencies in

recreational flying scene. SA

Flyer took a look at this aircraft is December

most builders, Russell took up a far bigger

2004 and our review marvelled at some

challenge to not only provide a composite

Flyer is the first to fly Russell
j[

It doesn't take much to encourage

Phillip 's new Whisper X.
never feel safer in a taildragger

of the innovative features and thinking

alternative to an RV, but to go further by

that led to a successful run of homebuilt

making a light aircraft that outperforms the

completions, now numbering 30-plus.

nearest RV models with equivalent power.

Russell may seem relaxed as he

than sitting next to a Port Elizabeth

contemplates which Port Elizabeth runway

The natural thing to do, Russell
reasoned , was to develop his existing

pilot PE is the 'Windy City' and it's

to choose to lessen the fierce crosswind as

motorglider design by using its basic shape

a deserved name for a city that's

we taxy out in the Whisper X for a flight to

and some dimensions to turn it into a

home to an enthusiastic community

nearby Seaview, but his building and design

small but easily handled hot rod . RVs are

of aviators who think little of flying

record indicates a busy mind.

not known for being low budget kits , so a

their aeroplanes in conditions that

By 2004 he had already built a couple

further challenge, and probably a fairly easy

would ground pilots from other parts of the

of Bushbabys, a KR2, Stolp Starduster and

country.

restored four Bellancas and a J3. He had

at a better price. Five Whisper X kits have

also established a small factory in Jeffries

already been sold and to experience the

Thus I find myself enjoying the skill

one, was to provide better performance

and confidence of a well-known aviator

Bay and had gone further in adding an

limitations of the many homebuilders ,

in a somewhat lesser known aeroplane

instructor rating to his Commercial Pilot

Russell is building his second aircraft in his

with a robust 20-knot-gusting 27 'breeze'

License. Russell thus takes all those calls

garage at home.

sweeping across the nation's windiest

from friends and colleagues wanting him

Those familiar with the Whisper

runway. I'm sitting next to prolific aircraft

to conduct taildragger ratings on anything

motorglider will immediately notice some

maker, Dr Russell Phillips who, as his

from a Pitts to a Harvard . His kindness,

major differences -the most obvious being

friends and acquaintances know, prefers

demeanour, confidence and skills have

the shorter fuselage and eight-metre wing

folk to drop the title and mix unobtrusively

made him many friends in the local general

span . The cockpit area benefits from the

amongst his flying mates.

aviation scene and this partly explains why I

Whisper's ample girth and there ·are other

However, it's not easy to dismiss
Russell as one more jovial and hospitable
Port Elizabeth flyer. Moreover, his doctorate

am eager to see how his latest creation , the

family similarities like the cruciform tail

Whisper X , performs.

design . Russell 's prototype, ZU-GAB , has

We have arrived at this point on the

one of the most beautifully finished wing

y

RIGHT - Undercarriage is not
attached to any wing structure
with the purpose of being easier
to engineer and repair in the
event of a landing accident
BOTTOM - Prototype's
flawlessly smooth wing surfaces
out of character for a 'prototype'.
Finish is masterful
OPPOSITE PAGE - Whisper's
canopy hoops may not be to
everyone's taste but they are
not intrusive and are structurally
excellent

surfaces I have ever encountered - a finish he credits to Stewart

behind the cruciform tail , the layout contributes to effective elevator

Clegg and his Jeffries Bay workshop team . It's obvious that hours

authority during landing .

and hours have been spent sanding down the wings and ensuring

Like the motorglider, the Whisper X can be reduced to fit a trailer

the end result is better than most factories can turn out. The foam-

in a little more than half an hour with two people. Russell says he

core structure is formed from six large polystyrene blocks , shaped

doesn't expect owners to tow their aircraft to the airfield every time

using low-technology but effective hot wire - a process championed

they fly, but the mobility, helped by an easily removable horizontal

by Burt Rutan. There's no washout however, even though the

tail , is a great advantage for builders who would like to carry out

seemingly constant chord wings have a barely discernible taper.

further work at home or place of business without having to pay for

A closer look at the wing reveals a two-to-one frise aileron
differential with the singular purpose of all but removing any adverse
yaw- a quality I was later to discover whilst flying the Whisper X.

hangarage.
As anyone who has built an RV will confirm , the canopy is
a major challenge to even the most patient homebuilders. The

The flaps continue to a point below the wing to fuselage fairing

Whisper's canopy is noticeably different in being sectioned into

and boast four positions. On many tailwheel designs the horizontal

four separate pieces. At first glance this might seem even more

tail and elevator can be upset by disturbed air from the flaps when

complicated that trying to fit a single blown item. Indeed armchair

three-pointing and although Russell says that was not the thinking

designers have passed more than one opinion about the Whisper
X's integrated forward hoop, saying it will obviously restrict visibility
during landing. More of that later, but whilst RV'ers might criticise
the Whisper's canopy, the assembly is designed to make things
simpler for the homebuilder because not only are the two main
sections interchangeable, the front pieces are formed using a single
constant radius , rather than compound curve. The canopy is also
4mm thick rather than the Whisper motor-glider's 3mm . Russell says
his design is not only much easier to fabricate and finish , it enables
this important item to contribute to a racier look . There is also
almost no optical distortion and it is more resistant to bird strikes.
The fuselage tub is finished using an upper and lower moulding
with a substantial bulkhead placed at the back of the cabin . The
undercarriage has no structural dependence on the main spar
as the steel undercarriage legs are fixed to a substantial steel
mounting which is enclosed in a composite box in front of the wing .
This makes damage from a mishandled landing easier to repair.
The airframe is also designed to carry a ballistic parachute and an
integrated channel has been installed to allow for shrouds covering
the parachute support straps , along with a jettisonable panel behind
the canopy from where the rocket propelled chute deploys.
Foam-core wing construction is not good for fuel tank
installations. Petroleum products and polystyrene do not mix .
Consequently, fuel storage has been spread throughout three
auxiliary tanks in addition to the main 80-litre tank behind the engine
firewall. The three tanks hold a total of 110 litres and are located in
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LEFT - Controls feel relatively well harmonised,
although elevator is the lightest and has plenty of
authority to get the tail down during three-point
touchdowns
BELOW - There is no intention to offer a fourseat version although space exists in the ample
luggage compartment to seat youngsters
BOTTOM - Russell Phillips likes to mimic his
customer's construction environment and has
thus committed to building a Whisper X at home

front of the central instrument binnacle and
immediately ahead of the undercarriage
box. This provides a total capacity of 190
litres, which at 30-litres an hour cruising
consumption is sufficient for well over six
hours of flying. The three additional tanks
feed pumped fuel into the main tank at
the flick of a switch, provided the transfer
valves are positioned correctly. When
refuelling the aircraft Russell admits to a
delay in filling the extra tanks as fuel can
only trickle into them from the main - a plus/
minus half hour wait.
After the pre-flight inspection it was
a somewhat delicate exercise to climb in.
The canopy is swung open with a clever
bungee mechanism that works nicely.
The prototype's canopy required a heave
to move the first few inches but then
swung open smoothly - Russell says the
bungee's tension can be adjusted to make
the job easier for those with less strength.

moment to produce a slider canopy
The wing is highly polished and awaits

two youngsters could probably be carried
but would find themselves in a rather

It locks using an over-centre lever that

a walkway- something Russell is working

claustrophobic environment even though

must be closed each side - steel pins slide

on. The seats have been shaped to

one additional window has been set into

forward into receptacles each side of the

enable a theoretical four occupants in the

the airframe to allow for this. Moreover the

instrument panel and provide a secure

cabin . The rear passenger's legs would

area behind the pilot allows for the ballistic

action to prevent the canopy opening _in

rest alongside the front occupants if the

parachute and if one was fitted , it would

flight. Russell says he has no plans at the

Whisper X's C of G allowed it. In practice ,

take up most of the available space in this
corner. Russell describes the layout as
more two-plus a half rather than two-plustwo.
Entry is not for couch potatoes; the
floor is flat and level with the forward lip of
the seat so there's quite a distance to lower
yourself without any obvious handholds.
Getting in and out requires strong arms to
let yourself down on entry and to lift high
enough to get out- sedentary owners might
like to spend a month or two with parallel
bars at the gym to prepare themselves for
the delights of flying the Whisper X.
Like most homebuilt aircraft built with
speed as a goal, there's plenty of scope for
seat height adjustme'Tlt and Russell , being
a tall fellow, made sure this is not an issue,
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although those with high profile headsets might suffer somewhat.

defensive about performance. He says that head to head fly-offs

Width is ample and the centre-located stick, something I have

so far prove the Whisper to be considerably quicker than its metal

personally never liked , actually works very well in this aeroplane.

stablemates and he is prepared to take the flak that disgruntled RV

It is perfectly located with none of the leg obstructions often

owners will undoubtedly throw at him . It is certain that the topic will

encountered in designs with conventional sticks. I liked this one.
The two throttle controls are also located on either side of the
cockpit and on the right there's the addition of a carb heat plunger

be happily debated for many years and provide focus for those who
would like RVs , but only if they come in composite.
The Whisper X is not only fast , it handles very nicely too .

and mixture vernier. The only anomaly was the four position flap

However, whilst it's lovely to fly aeroplanes with light controls ,

lever, which is too far back to enable the last two notches to be

elevator response is very quick and it's the lightest of all three

deployed without the extra leverage of a Heath Robinson metal

inputs . The aircraft seems positively stable and as predicted ,

tube. "It's due for a re-design" were Russell 's slightly embarrassed

there's very little adverse yaw, making the aircraft feel safe and

words on the subject.

secure when rolled into and out of steep turns . Russell confirms

Those enjoying tablet technology will like the special place for

its stall behaviour as being entirely predictable with a clean nose

an iPad using the amazingly inexpensive Air Navigation Pro app, a

drop and, despite the lack of washout in the wings , very little roll

US$50.00 investment plus an additional US$30.00 for the electronic

off with any flap or speed combination . Russell says one of the big

charts. The iPad fits on the lower panel perfectly and even provides

secrets behind the design of a square 'Hershey bar' wing is that the

a remarkable primary flight display. Above it is an MGL RDAC4

wingtip vortices effectively create washout which prevents the wing

The unusal tip-up canopy

touch screen EFIS that displayed all the relevant engine parameters

tips stalling before the inboard section . The aircraft is not cleared

as well as attitude and terrain data. Russell has also chosen an

for, nor tested for spinning . The main spar has been tested to 6 G

efficient MGL VHF radio and intercom combination and a Garmin

positive and negative which means it is approved for 4 G both ways.

GTX 327 transponder. This lovely electronic display presents

Approach speed is , so far, determined by the flap's limits . They

alongside a traditional homebuilders array of automotive blade-type

are relatively high however, with the first notch available at 140mph,

fuses .

the second at 120 and the final setting at 100mph (40°). Russell

I had tried to digest all the design finery as we began our takeoff

reached for his handy metal tube to slip over the flap lever for the

run but found I was counting the seconds as the tail came up and

last two notches to give him the required leverage- pointing out that

we became airborne . Directional control is more than adequate as

the mechanism will be re-positioned and adjusted to do away with

we rolled towards rotation speed and we were soon accelerating

the additional tube and he may even provide electric actuation .

to 120m ph for the short climb to clear the airport boundary, before

There's no lack of control a"uthority at the flare with an airframe

setting off for Seaview to take pictures using the Davidson's

weight at the tailwheel of 40kgs and plenty of up-elevator available.

Harvard . At a normal power setting of 2600rpm, the 180hp

Moreover, the occasionally maligned canopy hoop, which I think

Lycoming pulled us easily to 200mpi'l - that's around 172 knots.
Speed is a keen topic of discussion amongst RV flyers , some of

makes the Whisper X look particularly racy, does not intrude into the
view over the nose during approach and landing. Reassuringly, the

whom like to prove their build quality by racing around a set pylon

placement of the stick is optimised for comfort and there's no sense

course in Parys. Russell is adamant that the Whisper X will go faster

of having an awkward elbow stretching to the back of the cabin

than an equivalent RV and chuckles when the Vans community gets

during the landing - it's almost but not quite a wrist-only action . The

www.saflyermag.co.za

brakes are well positioned despite the flat floor making it a potential
battle with ankle movement. Russell easily stabbed at the toe-brakes
as we rolled out at windy Port Elizabeth Airport on returning from the
photo-flight.
We taxied past the rolling security gate into the general aviation
area and manoeuvred easily to the hangar, swung the tail through
270-degrees with a burst of power that defied the brisk wind to
park tail-first to Russell's hangar. I sat and imbibed the silence after
the propeller swung to a stop and contemplated perhaps the most
important Whisper X number: the price.
The kit is a digestible R85 ,320 plus VAT before engine, propeller,
avionics and wiring and all the other small but necessary items
required to get into the air. The kit includes a joined fuselage and all
other mouldings as well as the material needed to finish the fuselage .
Builders will form and complete their own wings, tailplane and rudder.
ZU-GAB is powered by a brand new Robinson R22 helicopter engine
that was flat rated to 145hp by Frank Robinson . It was liberated when
its intended airframe was written off before installation. Russell has
returned the 0-360 Lycoming to its approved fixed-wing 180hp output
and added a somewhat exotic Fred Felix bi-camber propeller for
which the jury is still out on whether it improves performance.
There's little doubt there's a market for the Whisper X - I don't
know how big it is, but there are plenty of pro-composite enthusiasts
who would love to wind up a few RV owners and enjoy memorable
barroom banter on the subject of speed that inevitably comes up.
Russell has said he prefers to keep the third wheel at the back
for now and admits this might cost him a few sales . "Nosewheels can
be notoriously weak and generally don't look so nice so I have no
plans to offer this version in the foreseeable future". Even though only
available with a tailwheel , the Parys' pylon racers would hate to be
humbled by a plastic-fantastic performer in their midst. Imagine the
grins? --'::c.
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ABOVE - Every RV owner should take a ride in a
Whisper X - the grin will be just as wide!
-
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• Interior/Exterior: 9/10
• Comfi Long Range Cruiser
• 9 Hrs Endurance
• Osbourne WingTip Tanks
(2x20 USG) (STC)
• MPI Just Done

R

•
•
•
•
•
•

2x Garmin GNS430W
Garmin Mode C Transponder
Garmin Audio Panel GMA 340
Engine Monitor JPI EDM-800-6C
S-Tec 55XAuto Pilot
Kenwood HF Radio

082 551 9300 • dietmar@frey.co.za

1983 Bell JetRanger 820683
• Total Time: 7200 Hrs
• Interior/Exterior: 8/10
• Garmin GNS 420 GPS/Nav
• KMA 24 H Audio Panel
•KY96ACom
• KT 76 A Transponder withALT
• 5x DC Headsets

• High Skid Gear
• STC for weight increase from
3200 lbs to 3350 lbs
• Flight Steps
• Ground Handling Wheels
• Wire Strike Kit
• Leather Interior

082 551 9300 • dietmar@frey.co .za

• Total lime: 3250 Hrs
• Interior/Exterior: 8/1 0
• LH Engine: 75 Hrs (Fact. Reman.)
• RH Engine: 965 Hrs
• Props: 275 Hrs
• Garmin G-600 (Synthetic Vision)
• 2x Garmin GNS430W

• Garmin GMA347 Stereo Audio
• Garmin Mode S Transponder
• S-TEC 55-X Autopilot
• WX 500 Stormscope
• Gemini 1200 Engine Monitor
• 2 x Nacelle Fuel Tank (28USG)
• Vortex Generator Kit
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